Ancient Syriac Sources on Mary’s Role as Intercessor

INTRODUCTION

Mariology is an aspect of theological inquiry and a subdiscipline of Christian dogma, to the study of which the Syriac tradition is able to make a solid contribution. Ideas and thoughts about Mary and her relevance in the history of Christianity are well represented and beautifully developed in texts written in Syriac, beginning already in ancient Christianity. The fourth- and fifth-century poets Ephraem the Syrian and Jacob of Serugh, for example, composed numerous stunning lines of reflective meditations on Mary’s role in the life of Christ. Over the course of the twentieth century, a respectable number of scholars with specialist expertise in Syriac studies, including Ignacio Ortiz de Urbina, Edmund Beck, and Sebastian Brock, have dedicated remarkable efforts to studying and making available to a modern audience through editions and translations important ancient sources that speak of Jesus’ mother in the Syriac language.

Dominant themes in ancient Syriac mariology that have been highlighted in scholarly studies are Mary’s motherhood of the Son of God, her virginity, humility, reception of God’s mercy, purity, and any traces one might be able to identify of Mary being active in the work of salvation or reconciling human beings with God. The theme mentioned last is related to Mary’s role as intercessor. Yet if one defines intercession more narrowly and precisely as the activity of a person who intervenes with God for the needs and concerns of human beings and other creatures primarily through prayer, Mary’s role as intercessor as featured in early Christian texts in Syriac is not a topic that has been singled out for much sustained attention. Aspects of the relevance of such a study emerge from the perspective of comparative studies in religion. For one subset of Christian believers in the modern world, especially within the Catholic traditions, Mary’s powers and role as intercessor are of pronounced relevance. Perhaps the best-known and most frequently recited prayer to Mary within Catholicism, the “Hail Mary,” concludes with the petition that she “pray for us sinners now and at the hour of our death.” Wherever Christians recite the set of prayers known as the rosary, they repeat that request for intercession more than fifty times. Also at other places within the bloom of the rosary, they ask Mary to intercede for them. In 1999, Pope John Paul II added a new set of mysteries, the so-called luminous mysteries, as a fourth option for that prayer. In the rosary, Mary is repeatedly called to be the mother of all with a particular focus on the needs of the faithful. Such a focus on Mary’s role as intercessor, therefore, is particularly important for understanding her relevance in Catholic devotion today.


5 The recitation of the Rosary received new impetus when the late Roman Catholic Pope John Paul II added a new set of mysteries, the so-called luminous mysteries, as a fourth option for that prayer. For the text in English, see http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/apost_letters/documents/hf jp-iiapl_20021016_rosarium-virginis-marie_en.html [accessed June 18, 2011]. For studies on the origins of the rosary see for example Andreas Heinz, “Der Rosenkranz vor dem Hintergrund seiner Entstehungsgeschichte,” in Edelsteine, Himmelsschmuck. Rosenkranze & Gebetskäten. Katalog
instances, at which repetitions of the “Hail Mary” occur, for instance in the Angelus, prayed three times a day, with its three repetitions of a “Hail Mary,” those who pray are constantly reminded not only of their sins, but that they are called upon to turn to Mary for intercession. The idea that Mary’s intercession should be an integral and relevant component of Christian piety is not foreign to the spirituality of believers who avail themselves of these prayers. Yet throughout the centuries, Christians in the East in various orthodox churches likewise turned some of their attention to the pursuit of a spirituality focused on Mary. Witnesses from the liturgical tradition amply demonstrate this. Many of the kontakia of Romanos the Melode, for instance, begin or end with requests to Mary that she might intercede for humankind. For Constantinople, one can identify the period from the late sixth to the early seventh century as a time, when emphasis on Mary as “the most potent intercessor before God” dominated perceptions of her role. During the crisis of 626 CE, the icon of the Virgin was understood to have successfully protected the imperial city against the siege of the forces of the Avars and the Persians. With this event, Mary’s rank not only as an effective intercessor but also as the powerful protectress for those who turned to her for help was established.

Given the relatively wide-spread trust Christians place in Mary’s intercession, it seems a justifiable enterprise to inquire into some of the roots of such practices, as well as into the details of the extent of that practice within the Christian landscape in areas that thus far have not been explored very well. Therefore this article seeks to explore the role which Mary as intercessor played in the spirituality of ancient Syriac-speaking Christians in ancient times.

**ODES OF SOLOMON AND APRAHAT**

One may remark already at the outset, that the earliest stages of the development of mariology in the Syriac tradition are not particularly explicit regarding Mary’s role as intercessor. The mariology of the *Odes of Solomon* is interwoven in an almost inextricable manner with pneumatology. Forms of direct or indirect intercession are not to be found. In Aphrahat’s twenty-three *Demonstrations* the reader encounters Mary in the roles of being the

---


8 Wenger, “L’intercession de Marie en Orient du VIe au Xe siècle,” represents an earlier study of Mary’s role as intercessor in the Christian East. The clear focus of that investigation was on the Greek-speaking world.

mother of Jesus, the Great Prophet, a virgin, a woman of prayer and humility, and, one might argue, a woman who stands in solidarity with other women.\textsuperscript{10} The \textit{Demonstrations} do not feature passages that show requests on the part of individuals or groups that address Mary with the intention to elicit from her any help or advocacy with God on behalf of the needs of humankind as a whole, of individuals, or of groups of people. Yet Aphrahat did feature Mary as a woman whose prayer the angel Gabriel carried up to God.\textsuperscript{11} As he expanded on his interpretation of Luke 1:30 “You have found grace before God (Syriac),” he explained that Mary found grace with God exclusively through her fasting and her prayers. In the immediate context of his comments on Mary, Aphrahat did not suggest that her prayers carried any connotations of intercession. His inclusion of a reference to fasting however, which went beyond any suggestions for Mary’s behaviour found in the text of the New Testament, alerted the reader to a possible connection between Mary and Daniel. Aphrahat had mentioned Daniel just a few lines earlier as a model intercessor, fasting for his people. Commenting on Daniel 9:1–3, he emphasized that Daniel fasted three weeks in order to obtain from God the release of the Israelites from Babylon after seventy years. Quite noticeably, Daniel’s fasting was presented as a fasting in support of intercessory prayer. In light of this immediate literary context for the presentation of Mary as a woman of prayer, it is conceivable that a reader of the text would also have understood Mary’s activities of fasting and prayer as connectable to intercession, even if the text did not explicitly articulate this idea. In what Aphrahat formulated directly with regard to presenting Mary as a person of ly through her fasting and her prayers. In the immediate context of his comments on Mary, Aphrahat did not suggest that her prayers carried any connotations of intercession. His inclusion of a reference to fasting however, which went beyond any suggestions for Mary’s behaviour found in the text of the New Testament, alerted the reader to a possible connection between Mary and Daniel. Aphrahat had mentioned Daniel just a few lines earlier as a model intercessor, fasting for his people. Commenting on Daniel 9:1–3, he emphasized that Daniel fasted three weeks in order to obtain from God the release of the Israelites from Babylon after seventy years. Quite noticeably, Daniel’s fasting was presented as a fasting in support of intercessory prayer. In light of this immediate literary context for the presentation of Mary as a woman of prayer, it is conceivable that a reader of the text would also have understood Mary’s activities of fasting and prayer as connectable to intercession, even if the text did not explicitly articulate this idea. In what Aphrahat formulated directly with regard to presenting Mary as a person of prayer, he was interested primarily in offering an example of persistent and dedicated prayer to those in the ascetic life.

\textbf{EPHRAEM THE SYRIAN: AUTHENTIC AND INAUTHENTIC TRADITIONS}

The mariological thought expressed in the works of Ephraem the Syrian has been the subject of considerable scholarly and ecclesiastical interest. In fact, it was one of the points that were highlighted when Pope Benedict XV declared Ephraem a Doctor of the Church in his Encyclical “Principi Apostolorum Petro,” promulgated on October 5, 1920.\textsuperscript{12} When paragraph 19 spoke of how “‘the Lyre of the Holy Spirit’ never sounded sweeter than when he was asked to sing the praises of Mary or to celebrate her perfect virginity, her divine maternity, or her full patronage of mercy toward man,” a reader might readily expect Mary’s intercession to have been a component of that patronage. Yet traces of a role of intercession for Mary are hard to come by in Ephraem the Syrian’s authentic works. Any researcher will notice soon that when examining the dimensions of Ephraem’s possible interest in the question of Mary’s role as intercessor, she or he needs to exercise sufficient care in distinguishing authentic from inauthentic works.\textsuperscript{13}

The cycles of hymns and metric prose compositions authentically authored by Ephraem were edited by Edmund Beck in multiple publications in the series Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium in the middle of the twentieth century. Beck also offered a reasonably detailed study of the mariology of these authentic writings.\textsuperscript{14} In the works that can firmly be ascribed to Ephraem, one does not find references to a direct role of Mary as intercessor through prayer on behalf of those in need. What one finds in inauthentic works is not straightforward evidence either.


\textsuperscript{12} For the text of Benedict XV’s encyclical in English, see \url{http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xv/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben-xv_enc_05101920_principi-apostolorum-petro_en.html} [accessed June 18, 2011]. Paragraph 19 cites from Ephraem’s \textit{Carmina Nisibena} what it considers to be evidence for the doctrine of Mary’s Immaculate Conception that had just recently been declared at the First Vatican Council. Thus the encyclical text cited from \textit{Carmina Nisibena} 27:8: “You, O Lord and your Mother … are the only ones who are in all respects perfect beauty; in you, my Lord, there is no stain, nor in your Mother is there any dishonor.” For discussion, see Beck, “Die Mariologie der echten Schriften,” 25–29 and 39.

\textsuperscript{13} See Beck, “Die Mariologie der echten Schriften,” 22.

\textsuperscript{14} Beck, “Die Mariologie der echten Schriften.”
In Thomas Lamy’s edition and translation of hymns and metrical sermons in Syriac, twenty-three hymns and *sogithas* are included that deal with Mary.15 The authenticity of these hymns as works of Ephraem, which their editor, Lamy, but also Ortiz de Urbina upheld, has been rejected by more recent scholarship. Beck argued against their authenticity in 1956.16 Sebastian Brock, in his English translation of a small selection of these hymns, also expressed doubts about their authenticity.17 In his later, complete translation of these *Hymns on Mary* and other Syriac Marian hymns,18 Brock saw in this poetry a witness to Syriac literature of the fifth and sixth centuries. Although they are not part of the work of Ephraem, they are relevant and valuable as a part of late ancient Christian literature on Mary arising from the realm of speakers of Syriac.

When examining the collection of *Hymns on Mary*, it is possible to discern a few indications in the text that suggest that the poems’ original audience believed that Mary could function as one who might assist in establishing contact between her son and the Christian believer. In the concluding stanza of *Hymns on Mary* 7, Mary invites all who discern, who are “advocates of the Spirit,” prophets, and “farmers who sowed seed, and slept in hope,” that is, the living and the dead, to “rise up and rejoice at the harvest.”19 Although the text does not speak of her as intercessor, it presents her as the one who is instrumental in making Christ present for “the hungry” and “the needy.” As her “arms … clasp the wheat-sheaf of life;” she is thought of as carrying the one who “provides bread” and “feeds.” Yet these hymns leave aside the idea of Mary’s mediation or even intercession. The voice of the poet is quite clear that the Christian may turn to God directly in prayer. *Hymns on Mary* 10:22, for instance, states:

“Thanks be to You, O Son of God, who has held me worthy to sing the tale of your Nativity;
Have pity and forgive my shortcomings;
May I give thanks to You, Lord, and praise You.
For it is out of Your gift that I have sung praise.
On the day of Your Nativity forgive our wrongs,
and may Your compassion bring healing to our disfigured state.
May Your peace, Lord, Reign over Your people and Your Church.
And to You, Lord, be praise on this Your feastday; O Child most glorious!”20

FROM THE FOURTH TO THE SIXTH CENTURY: BALANCING MARY’S INTERCESSORY ROLE BETWEEN CYRILLONA, BALAI OF QENNESHRIN, AND THE LIFE OF RABBULA

Studying Syriac prose and verse compositions dating to the period leading up to the sixth century reveals a slow growth of an interest in Mary’s intercession. Such an interest, however, did not dominate the realm of possibilities believers considered as options they had when seeking assistance in approaching God for help. Perhaps the first clear evidence derives from poetry ascribed to author Balai of Qenneshrin.

**Cyrillona**

Syriac manuscript BM Add. 14,591, dated to the end of the sixth century, contains among other texts a set of six compositions that comprise three metrical homilies (*minrā*, pl. *minrē*), two poems (*sogīthā*, pl. *sogīthāthā*), and
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15 Thomas Josephus Lamy, ed. and tr., *Sancti Ephraem Syri hymni et sermones*, vol. 2 (Mecheleu, 1886), cols. 521–642; and Thomas Josephus Lamy, ed. and tr., *Sancti Ephraem Syri hymni et sermones*, vol. 3 (Mecheleu, 1889), cols. 969–990.
18 Sebastian Brock, *Bride of Light. Hymns on Mary from the Syriac Churches*, Mōrān ’Ethō 6 (Baker Hill, Kottayam, Kerala: St. Ephrem Ecumenical Research Institute [SEERI], 1994), 32–102 and 111–118. This collection of English translations also made accessible helpful versions of sogithas on Mary that were critically edited and translated into German in Edmund Beck, ed. and tr., *Nachträge zu Ephraem Syrus*, CSCO 363–364, Scriptores Syri 159–160 (Louvain: Secrétariat du CorpusSCO, 1975). Also here, Brock relied on manuscript evidence that was not available to Beck for parts of his translation.
one hymn (madrāšā, pl. madrāšā).

This collection was edited by Gustav Bickell in 1873. The Syriac text in the manuscript itself assigns some of the works explicitly to an author named Cyriellona. At times, scholars identify Cyriellona with Absamya, a nephew of Ephraem the Syrian. On stylistic grounds, the third homily of the collection, which deals with the theme of wheat, is assigned to Cyriellona as well. The works that are ascribed to Cyriellona can only be dated imprecisely to sometime between about the fourth to the sixth century at the latest. Although they do not develop mariological thought at any great length, they allow for insights into how Mary’s role as mediator and assistant was perceived. The texts do not feature Mary directly in the role of an intercessor. Instead, she is portrayed as assisting Eve and as functioning as mediator of life by nurturing her infant child with milk.

In the second poem, a text on the conversion of Zachaeus, Cyriellona presented three dimensions of the activities of Eve and Mary. The first dimension to be mentioned here is an antagonistic interaction. Whereas Eve “buried … the leaven of death and sadness” in us, Mary saw it as her role to pull up such death and sadness in order to prevent all that was created from being corrupted. A second aspect of Mary’s role in the relationship that one may discuss is that of mediating life and redemption to Eve. Growing old and shrinking, Eve averted her fate and became young again because she had Mary as her child. More specifically, a christological dimension of this second interrelationship was introduced as well, given that the act of birth-giving that took place constituted an experience that was available to Eve as well as to Mary, Eve’s daughter, who had a child and whose child bought back the debts of his ancestor. This second level of relationship was made possible by the fact that Mary was able to mediate between Eve and Christ by virtue of being born and giving birth. The third dimension of the relationship between Eve and Mary that emerges from this passage in Cyriellona’s work is most directly one of active assistance, albeit not one of intercession. When developing this dimension of the relationship, the author spoke of Eve as a person suffering from disability. Availing himself of the story element known in Syriac tradition that the serpent was punished with the loss of its feet because it had tempted Eve to disobey God’s command, Cyriellona presented both the serpent and Eve as physically unable to move, having been rendered disabled. “The serpent which had been mutilated, mutilated Eve.” Yet Mary, who was spoken of as being a young girl, was able to carry Eve, who was called the “old one” or “grandmother.” The poet formulated directly that “Mary came to be the feet for her mother” (V.3). Through her enabling Eve to walk again, ultimately Mary served with her assistance the goal of allowing Eve to breathe again life.

In other instances in Cyriellona’s text, Mary was featured as the one who was able to give or mediate life. In the first of these compositions, a text on the institution of the Eucharist, one reads that in contrast to the cloth which the people of Israel carried ineffective leaven out of Egypt, Mary’s womb represented for the Christian...
church the veil in which Christ was warm, active and hidden.29 Being presented as a young girl, Mary was the one from whose womb the true vine arose (III.14).30 In yet another passage, that life-giving and life-sustaining function of Mary with which she was endowed through her role as mother to the infant child she nourished with “virginal milk” at her breast, again showed her quite clearly as one who mediated life to the new generation.31

In some respects, Cyrillona’s verses echoed ideas related to the “wheat metaphors” of the pseudo-Ephraemian material. Underlying that area of thought is the idea of Mary mediating between her son and individual human beings.32 His verses do not unequivocally state that Mary was seen as an intercessor.

**Balai**

Syriac liturgical poetry preserves a collection of relatively short poems, composed in the five-syllable metre. Tradition has come to associate that meter with the name of Balai of Qenneshrin, given that this fifth-century Syriac author is understood to have composed all of his poetry in it.33 In 1902, K. V. Zetterstéen edited two sets of these poems, one numbering 65 and a second one numbering 69, taken mainly from liturgical manuscripts preserved in London, Paris, and Berlin.34 The manuscript evidence ascribes the set of 65 poems explicitly to Balai. The authorship of the second set of poems is decided through recourse to the metre as criterion. For his edition, Zetterstéen were confident that these works reflect ideas dating to the period of the sixth century or earlier.35 The corpus of works attributed to Balai, scholars who have commented on the mariology of the poems edited by Zetterstéen were confident that these works reflect ideas dating to the period of the sixth century or earlier.36 The importance of the collection has been emphasized in particular by Ignacio Ortiz de Urbina, who judged these poems to be the first Syriac witnesses to the invocation of the Mother of God as intercessor.37

In the first poem on the Mother of God the poet encouraged the church to rejoice on the day of Mary’s commemoration. The text does not permit an identification of the Marian feastday with which this poem was associated. Yet the author proclaimed that through Mary’s “prayer there will be mercy upon the world.”38 In another poem, the author addressed a female person who was given the epithet “the honoured one (السِّماطَة)”, to “come and stand up on behalf of our weakness.”39 As a consequence, the poet expected that “in grace we shall come to

### Notes

35 The main works Balai is in preparation.
37 Ortiz de Urbina, “La mariologia nei padri siriaci,” 112.
life with you (مَتَّى حَمَّلْتُكَ، fem. sg.) through your prayers (لَحْفَتِكَ).” The subsequent verse turned to the saints, and a later one, to those who had already departed from this life. Although Mary’s name is not mentioned in the first verse that referred to the “honoured one,” who is identified as female, the poet concluded with praise to God “who chose Mary from among all generations,” and then commented on the saints. The epithet that has been given to the female figure as well as the order of appearance of the figures who are addressed make it possible, even likely, that the first verse was understood to be directed at Mary. This poem therefore supports the conclusion that the poet and the congregation for whom he wrote expected to receive life-giving grace through Mary’s intercessory prayers.

A further poem, which Zetterstéen printed immediately following the one just discussed, provided a reason for God’s willingness to grant what Mary prayed for. There the author confessed to Mary: “Mother of our Lord, truly our hope is in you, because your beautiful Child listens to you with pleasure” (مَلَّأَهَا عَلَى الْكَمْبَةِ فَلاَبَّهَا عَلَى الْكَمْبَةِ).”

Poem 27 is further petitionary poem on the Mother of God that also is explicitly identified as having originated from the pen of Balai. Two of its strophes are especially clear and to the point in their request to Mary to intercede in prayer on behalf of humankind. The poet praised Mary and gave expression to his hope for her prayerful assistance with the following words:

Peace to you, our refuge.
Peace to you, our glory.
Since in you our race
Has been raised up into heaven.
Make petition to God,
Who was born from you.
That there may dwell in his church
Rest and peace.
Through the power of your prayer,
Mother of the Exalted One,
May he give more rest
To the earth and [its] inhabitants.41

LIFE OF RABBULA

As fifth-century Syriac literature began to supply written witness to the articulation of the prayerful assistance the Mother of God provided to Christians, authors of texts also were comfortable depicting the holy man or woman as one who was able to pray to God directly on his or her own behalf. In the Life of Rabbula, a hagiographical biography of the fifth-century Bishop Rabbula of Edessa that is preserved in a single Syriac manuscript dated to the sixth century (BM Add 14,652, fols. 83r-125r), the author confidently described Rabbula as a person who “would diligently be laboring in his prayer and would supplicate and call out in power to God to deliver him from all evils.”42 For a period of forty days Rabbula withdrew to a monastery in the desert of Qenneshrin “that there he might supplicate in prayer and call out in power so that his entreaties might be answered.”43 This bishop also took great care to watch over the Christians entrusted to his care. He vigilantly prayed on their behalf, extending his efforts even to “laboring in prayer before God at all time” “in much sorrow on [their] behalf.”44 According to his hagiographer, Rabbula strove “to offer to his Lord the acceptable sacrifice of a pure petition (مَلَّأَهَا عَلَى الْكَمْبَةِ).”

---

40 Balai of Qenneshrin, Poems 16 (ed. and tr. Zetterstéen, Beiträge zur Kenntnis, 16 and 17).
41 Balai of Qenneshrin, Poems 27 (ed. and tr. Zetterstéen, Beiträge zur Kenntnis der religiösen Dichtung Balai’s, 18 and 22).
43 Life of Rabbula 33 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulae episcopi ... opera selecta, 186; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).
44 Life of Rabbula 24 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulae episcopi ... opera selecta, 177–178; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).
“By the power of his prayer” therefore, those in need received healing. Since Rabbula was thought to be in direct converse with God, “mention of his [intercessory] prayer alone was sufficient” even to bring the dispute of a man’s house with his neighbor to a peaceful end. The roles of intercessors in prayer were even seen as interchangeable between Rabbula and the Christians of his flock. As they were able to “cleave[] to the wings … of his prayers that [they] be protected,” they in turn “prayed for his perfect health so that he would endure in a long life.” The biographer promptly compared Rabbula to “a sturdy wall, entirely encircling all his territory,” and keeping “those who were within the stronghold of his borders” “secure in peaceful calm.”

This hagiographical biography of the sixth century or earlier clearly witnesses to the fact that speakers of Syriac had a well-developed set of ideas regarding the possibilities of prayer of petition and intercession on the part of individuals who were endowed with a special status in the community, here those functioning in the office of the bishop of a local congregation. As bishop, and as ascetically minded leader of the church, Rabbula interceded with God on behalf of himself and his congregants. He also set the proper model beyond his grave. Through his personal example which lasted beyond his death he was depicted as having been able to mediate God’s assistance, portrayed as a female person, for those in dire distress. The role of an intercessor was quite fully textured in fifth-century Christian traditions in Syriac. The comparison of Rabbula to a sturdy wall in a text that intended to present “by means of written [words] the icon of the excellent deeds” of that bishop is noteworthy. Later on, in 626 CE, a prominent place would be taken up by the role of the icon of Mary in the defense of the walls of Constantinople. Yet in Syriac texts that are roughly contemporary to the Life of Rabbula as well as in that Life itself, the respective authors did not choose to develop such an image of the embodiment of powerful protection for Mary.

**INTERCEDING IN HEAVEN: JACOB OF SERUGH AND THE SYRIAC TRANSITUS MARIAE**

The instances in Syriac literature at which the idea of Mary as intercessor is at all developed in the early period centre on the spread of the cult of Mary’s death and translation into heaven. This basis for the paradigm of intercession is best explained on the older (though still current) intercession of martyrs who were conveyed directly to be with the godhead after their acts of witnessing.

---

45 Life of Rabbula 33 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulac episcopi ... opera selecta, 185; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).

46 Life of Rabbula 34 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulac episcopi ... opera selecta, 186; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).

47 Life of Rabbula 34 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulac episcopi ... opera selecta, 186; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).

48 Life of Rabbula 35 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulac episcopi ... opera selecta, 187; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).

49 Life of Rabbula 35–36 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulac episcopi ... opera selecta, 187; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).

50 Life of Rabbula 49 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulac episcopi ... opera selecta, 202; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).

Syriac Sources

JACOB OF SERUGH

Explicit references to Mary’s work of direct intercession are found only rarely in texts written in Syriac that are datable beyond any doubt to the period prior to the ninth century. The one context that constitutes the notable exception to this observation is that of material relating to Mary’s transition from this life on earth to the next.

Ancient Christian tradition developed a narrative that focused on events taking place during the last few days of Mary’s earthly existence and her passage through death into God’s kingdom. In at least two texts that deal with this experience in the life of the Mother of God—a memrā or verse homily by Jacob of Serugh and the apocryphal story of the Transitus Mariae—as it is preserved in Syriac in an account consisting of five or six books—explicit comments address her role as that of a woman of prayer, a woman, whose prayer of intercession was thought of as being effective in remedying human needs.

Jacob of Serugh (ca. 450–521), a Syriac author and poet of theological works, included a prayer of intercession at the end of his verse homily On the Death and Burial of the Virgin Mother of God. In his concern for obtaining peace, relief from trials, healings, protection, an end to hunger, and liberation from the oppression of evil spirits, the poet addressed the Son of God directly but also asked that Mary’s prayers for such requests be heeded. Thus Jacob implored:

O Son of God, by her prayers make your peace to dwell in heaven, in the depths, and among all the counsels of her sons.
Make wars to cease, and remove trials and plagues;
bestow calm and tranquility on seafarers.
Heal the infirm, cure the sick, fill the hungry;
be a Father to orphans whom death has left destitute.
In your piety, drive out devils who harass mankind,
and exalt your Church to the four quarters of the globe,
that it may sing your praise.
Watch over priests and purify ministers;
be a guardian of old age and youth.
O Bridegroom Christ, to you be praise from every mouth,
and on us be mercy at all times. Amen. Amen.  

This passage from a prayer to the Son of God envisions Mary praying alongside the poet. The poet’s prayer expects and formulates, whether rhetorically or not, that the primary reason for God granting the requests of the human petitioner is that Mary herself addresses these prayers to God.


55 Puthuparamplil, Mariological Thought, 343.
Jacob’s expectation that God would hear prayers that reference Mary appears to have been grounded in two lines of reasoning. On the one hand, Mary had been involved in facilitating communication between God and humankind previously, specifically in the incarnation. In his composition On the Blessed Virgin Mother of God, Jacob formulated that “The Son is the Word and she is the letter . . . by which forgiveness was sent forth to the whole world.” As a letter carries the words of the communication that are written upon it, in her role as birthgiver to God’s son, Mary brought God’s forgiveness to humankind. Thus “with her the Father sent us tidings full of good things, and through her forgiveness to all condemned for their bonds of sin.” As a result of this mediating communication which Mary worked, Adam was emancipated from his slavery to sin, “heavenly beings” and “those below” were reconciled with one another, “and the sides which had been at enmity were in great peace.”

Through her role in the incarnation as being the one who came to be the mother of God, Mary facilitated communication between God and humankind, between the world above and the world below, with the result that oppressions ended and peace was restored.

A second line of reasoning that encouraged the poet to envision that Mary’s assistance in prayer would be effective was grounded in the expectation that at her death, Mary “the Mother of the King seeks to enter the bridal chamber of light,” the heavenly realm, and that she would be able to do so. Jacob’s text did not formulate explicitly that Mary was in heaven. Yet the contrast his words evoked between the manifestations of the joy of those in heaven at Mary’s departure and the trouble and grief of the disciples left behind who mourned Mary’s death spoke to the imminent fulfillment of that expectation of seeing her inside that “bridal chamber of light.”

Christian tradition had developed early on a theology of martyrdom that saw paradise as the reward martyrs received immediately after their death. Belief in their power of intercession was grounded precisely in that conviction of the martyrs’ immediate access to God’s presence. A prominent early witness to the belief in the martyr’s potent access to heaven is available in the Martyrdom of Polycarp. That such ideas were present also among speakers of Syriac is demonstrated by the fact that Eusebius’s Church History, which incorporated much of the account of Polycarp’s death, was available in Syriac translation already in the fifth century. Native Syriac martyrdom accounts likewise display the same idea.

Jacob of Serugh did not think of Mary as a martyr in his poetry. Yet interest in exploring the details of events pertaining to the end of her life became more prominent in the late fifth and early sixth centuries, especially in Syriac-speaking regions. Along with this was an increasing focus on exploring the possibilities of what it might mean that Mary, residing with God, could be thought of as being able to guarantee that her prayers of intercession were bound to be answered.

61 The idea that martyrs are able to enter heaven immediately is in evidence in early Syriac documents. See for example the Martyrdom of Habib, the Deacon (ed. and tr. W. Careton, Ancient Syriac Documents Relative to the Earliest Establishment of Christianity in Edessa and the Neighbouring Countries: From the Year after Our Lord’s Ascension to the Beginning of the Fourth Century (London and Edinburgh: Williams and Norgate, 1864), 64–66, here 81 [Syriac] & 72–85, here 79 [English]).
Syriac Sources

SYRIAC TRANSITUS MARIAE

Perhaps the most important witness in Syriac to the development of Mary’s role as intercessor in the sixth century (though perhaps already in the fifth century) is the apocryphal Syriac Transitus Mariae, which came to be an integral part of an apocryphal Life or Book of Mary that developed over the course of several centuries.62 A sizeable and crucial witness to the early stages of the Book of Mary was edited in 1902 on the basis of a palimpsest manuscript.63

The main body of material comprising the Syriac texts on the lower level of the palimpsest constitutes an important witness to the development of the composite apocryphal Book of Mary in the Syriac tradition.64 Dating in its origins at least to the late fifth or early sixth centuries, as is evidenced by the manuscript used by Smith Lewis, that Book of Mary included the texts of the Protoevangelium of James, that is, an apocryphal account of events in Mary’s early childhood leading up to and including her conception of and birthgiving to Jesus,65 and the so-called Transitus Mariae, a narrative account of the events of the last days of Mary’s life and her departure from this world to the next. Of primary relevance for the present discussion is the text of this second component, the Syriac Transitus Mariae. Comments within that text claim that an original, on which the work was based, “was written in Hebrew, and in Greek, and in Latin.”66 Although there is some evidence that points to the early existence of a work on Mary’s exit from this world in the Greek language,67 the Syriac text of the Transitus Mariae, which is divided into five or six books and thus at times is identified as the Six Books Transitus Mariae, is the earliest substantial form of the work now accessible. Given the sixth-century manuscript evidence for the work, it ought to be regarded as an integral part of Syriac literature of that period.

At the end of the first book of the Transitus Mariae the author (or the scribe) expressed the hope that “by the prayers of the mother of God, Mary, and also of all the saints, may God make to pass away from the earth and from this place where this book is, the sword, captivity, famine, pestilence, and all plagues and rods of anger.”68 Here the text articulated the expectation that intercessory prayer of the saints, including that of Mary, could offer relief and protection from various types of evil that might afflict human beings. Such an idea fit well with Jacob of Serugh’s presentation of Mary’s intercessory capabilities in his On the Death and Burial of the Virgin Mother of God. Yet one problem to keep in mind when evaluating the evidence of the Syriac Transitus Mariae on the basis of Smith Lewis’ edition is the fact that the editor employed evidence not only from the ancient, fifth- to sixth-century palimpsest, but also from a more recent Syriac manuscript, datable to the nineteenth century. While the manuscript evidence does not support on its own the antiquity of the comments regarding Mary’s intercessory function in this instance, the parallel in ideas to Jacob of Serugh’s verses speaks in favor of the fact that the comments in the Syriac Transitus Mariae could indeed be reflective of the spirituality of the sixth century. Yet the

62 See also Horn, “Syriac and Arabic Perspectives,” 273–275.
63 Agnes Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca. The Protevangelium Jacobi and Transitus Mariae with Texts from the Septuagint, the Corân, the Peshitta, and from a Syriac Hymn in a Syro-Arabic Palimpsest of the Fifth and Other Centuries, with an Appendix of Palestinian Syriac Texts from the Taylor-Schechter Collection, Studia Sinaitica XI (London: C. J. Clay and Sons, 1902). Agnes Smith Lewis published the Syriac and Arabic texts of a palimpsest manuscript she had acquired in Suez in 1895 (p. ix). On palaeographical grounds, A. Cowley had assisted her in dating the upper writing to the tenth century. The Arabic script of the lower writings were assigned a date of about 750 CE. For the hand in which the Syriac texts were written that constitute most of the text of the lower layer of the palimpsest, the editor proposed a possible date of “the latter half of the 5th century; or at the latest … the beginning of the 6th” (p. x).
65 For separate access to the Greek text of the Protevangelium of James, accompanied by a French translation, one may avail oneself with benefit of Émilie de Strycker, La forme la plus ancienne du Protévangile de Jacques. En appendice: Les versions arméniennes traduites en Latin par Hans Quecke, Subsidia Hagiographica 33 (Brussels: Société des Bollandistes, 1961). An edition of the Greek, which is largely but not exclusively based on de Strycker’s edition and which is accompanied by an English translation, is also found in Ronald F. Hock, The Infancy Gospels of James and Thomas, The Scholars Bible 2 (Santa Rosa, CA: Polebridge Press, 1995), 32–77.
66 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 19 (English).
67 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 19 (English).
68 See the evidence of the so-called Tübingen Theosophy, discussed in Horn, “Syriac and Arabic Perspectives,” 276–278.
advantage of a confirmation of an idea through a contemporary textual parallel is not available in all other instances in which the text of the Syriac Transitus Mariae that is found in the palimpsest features lacunae. Therefore it is necessary to observe critical vigilance at all times when examining this material.

As one evaluates the evidence for Mary’s role as intercessor in the Syriac Transitus Mariae, one notices that the text is characterized by a prominent liturgical atmosphere that weaves a path for itself throughout.69 In its frequent references to persons engaged in prayer Mary is prominent. Yet the text also addresses problems encountered by those who pray as well as a conflict over sacred space. In the second book, for example, the Jews are said to have restricted access to the tomb of Christ and the site of Golgotha in order to make it difficult or impossible for Christians, including Mary, to pray there.70

Book two of the Syriac Transitus Mariae states that Mary “used to go to the tomb of the Christ” daily.71 She regularly “prayed beside Golgotha and the grave.”72 That behaviour is said to have enraged the leaders of the Jews, primarily the priests who suggested she should be stoned for it.73 Undaunted, Mary continued to pray and offer “sweet spices and fire” and “myrrh … thrown on the censer.” The text offers details of how one Friday

while she was praying and had lifted up her eyes and gazed at heaven, suddenly the doors of heaven were opened and a scent of myrrh went up, which the Lady Mary had thrown on the censer, and its odour went about all the regions of heaven. And in that hour came Gabriel the angel to her from heaven, and knelt to worship her: and he said to her: “Hail to you, mother of God! Your prayer has been accepted in heaven before your Son, our Lord Jesus the Christ.”74

As the story reports it, Gabriel told Mary, “at the time when you prayed on earth, at once you were answered in heaven; and whatsoever you seek from the Christ, your Son who is in heaven at the right hand of God, you shall have both in earth and in heaven, and your will is done.”75 These words would have suggested to any reader of the text that Mary’s prayers, including her prayers on behalf of the interests of others, not only her own, were guaranteed a positive response from heaven. They grounded her power as an intercessor, the only one whose prayers were able to yield immediate responses.

The Syriac Transitus Mariae added an intriguing dimension to the question of Mary’s role as intercessor insofar as it dealt with the challenges Mary had to confront in order to be able to continue with her prayers at Golgotha and the tomb of her son. The question of who could function as intercessor seemed to have carried interreligious dimensions, here those of the conflict between Jews and Christians. In fact, not long after the reader was informed that the Jews tried to impede Mary from praying at the tomb, the text developed its anti-Jewish argument by suggesting that a competition regarding the effectiveness of prayer may have been playing a role here. The efficacy of the prayer of Mary was set over against the prayer of the Jewish priests. The reliability of the claims of the Jewish priests had been called into question right from the outset of the description of this scene of competition in book two, however. Having recourse to the authority of the Roman governor, the Jewish priests were said to have tried to prevent Mary from praying “at the grave of Golgotha.”76 In addition, in order to prove Mary wrong, the priests relied on the witness of “heaven and earth” that Jesus was not the Messiah but “the son of Joseph the carpenter.”77 As they attempted to remind Mary of “sins which you have committed before God,”78 it remained unclear to the reader, what kind of sins these were supposed to have been, given that the claim was advanced that Joseph, and not another male, was presumed to have been the father of Jesus. In the polemic between Jews and Christians that is accessible for instance in the writings of Origen of Alexandria or the Talmud, evidence remains from antiquity that in some Jewish circles Mary was accused of having conceived her son from a soldier named

70 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 19–20 (English). For a detailed discussion of relations between Jews and Christians as they are relevant to the context of the Syriac Transitus Mariae, see Stephen J. Shoemaker, “"Let Us Go and Burn Her Body": The Image of the Jews in the Early Dormition Traditions," Church History 68.4 (1999), 775–823.
71 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 20 (English).
72 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 20 (English).
73 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 20 and 31 (English).
74 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 20 (English, translation modified).
75 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 21 (English).
76 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 22 (English).
77 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 22 (English).
78 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., Apocrypha Syriaca, (Syriac) & 22 (English, translation modified).
Panthera. Yet the accusation of adultery did not seem to have been operative in the present instance. Underlying the argument which the priests advanced against Mary’s chastity in the *Protoevangelium of James* was the assumption that Joseph had received Mary from the hands of the Temple priests as a virgin in order to keep her as a virgin, but then had had relations with her. The accusation raised against Mary in the Syriac *Transitus Mariae* was in line with this argument. The implication of a connection between Mary’s sin and Joseph’s fatherhood of her child thus connected the two texts of the *Protoevangelium of James* and the Syriac *Transitus Mariae* and, on the literary level, points to the development of the *Book of Mary*, of which these two texts are two constituent parts. The portrayal of Mary as a sinner, however, also served the purposes of attempting to disqualify her prayers of intercession.

Initially in the text of the Syriac *Transitus Mariae*, the priests were shown as trying their best to demonstrate that Mary was a sinner who needed to return to proper worship. Instead of her praying at the tomb of Christ, the priests recommended to her to pray in the synagogue and listen to the Torah. Moreover, the priests suggested to Mary that they could intercede for her with God, and they presented themselves as being convinced that God would heed their prayers. With such an anachronism, Christian prayer was set up as standing in competition with nascent rabbinical Jewish liturgical practice. As an added dimension to the polemic of this interaction, the text implied that the priests thought of Mary as being sick and requiring healing. Such healing, the Jewish priests suggested, could be achieved if they were to call into her ears “with a trumpet.” Should Mary not accept this offer of effective prayer, the priests recommended to her to pray in the synagogue and listen to the Torah. Moreover, the priests suggested to Mary before the hour of her death, Mary encouraged John to “set the censer of incense” so that incense could accompany prayer. In response, John functioned as an intercessor on behalf of Mary by praying to Christ that he might heed his mother’s prayers. For her, the competition between the prayers of the Jewish priests and her own prayer was decided in favour of her own activities. Moreover, as book two highlighted as well, those who sided with Mary, especially a circle of virgins who were the daughters of rich men and rulers of Jerusalem, likewise could obtain, through Mary’s prayers, that their own prayers became acceptable to God and thus effective.

Prayer activities, often sponsored by Mary, permeate important sections of the Syriac *Transitus Mariae*. A prominent object that emphasized the liturgical dimensions of this apocryphal text is the “censer of incense”. It is present in numerous scenes of prayer in the second book. In some cases, the censer accompanied prayer in settings of intensive worship. As Mary and the virgins who accompanied her to Bethlehem on Thursday were getting ready to move from Jerusalem to Bethlehem, Mary took a censer from a chest, in which she had kept her garments. Another instance is narrated, that on the following day, Friday, Mary requested to be given “the censers of incense”. In a scene that showed the apostle John visiting Mary before the hour of her death, Mary encouraged John to “set the censer of incense” so that incense could accompany prayer. In response, John functioned as an intercessor on behalf of Mary by praying to Christ that he might heed her mother’s prayers. Here, incense arising from the censer provided an appropriate setting for intercessory prayer. In another scene, successful intercessory prayer for a sick child was presented as the logical con-
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sequence of depicting Mary in a quasi-liturgical setting, in which she was shown as being equipped with a censer and praying. The Syriac *Transitus Mariae* also included a scene in book three that showed Mary “standing and praying, the censer of incense being placed in her hand,”91 providing teachings about Christ’s birth, childhood, life, and death, and, being prompted by the governor’s request for the well-being of his son, eventually praying for the healing of the young boy and receiving a cure for him.92 The author did not fail to explain that because of her motherhood of Christ, Mary “asked nothing from Christ which He did not give her.”93

Healings which Mary’s prayers worked were of special interest for the author of the Syriac *Transitus Mariae*. Mary’s role as intercessor in such settings became most visible when the scenes of restoring people to health involved exorcism. Thus when Malchū, “the daughter of Sabinus, the Procurator,” entreated Mary for assistance since she felt she was possessed by two demons, Mary interceded rather forcefully for her, as book three presented it, saying: “In the name of my Master Who is in heaven, I adjure you at this time concerning this soul, that she may be healed.”94 The presentation of Mary praying for a woman who was possessed walked a fine line between showing Mary as able to overcome the power of the demons almost on her own, and still emphasizing that Mary had these powers because she collaborated with her son. The description of the future destiny of the demons after they had left Malchū called to mind passages in the Synoptic Gospels that feature the demons at Gerasa and their fate. In the third book of the *Syriac Transitus Mariae* the demons were said to have drowned in the sea of Kinnereth.95 In Mark 5:13 (cf. Matt 8:32 and Luke 8:32–33), Jesus had permitted the unclean spirits that possessed a man dwelling near Gerasa to enter into a herd of pigs and drive them into that same lake, in which the pigs drowned. Whether or not the spirits likewise were thought of as having drowned together with the pigs remained undecided in the Gospel passage. When comparing the impact of the word on the demons and unclean spirits in both instances, a reader or listener of both texts could remember Mary’s as being more effective and determinative of the demons’ fate. A reader of the Syriac *Transitus Mariae* would have placed Mary’s activities as deeds of power that were at the least comparable to those of her son.

The Syriac *Transitus Mariae* repeatedly displayed people turning to Mary in prayer and asking for her assistance. In a good number of cases, the line between imploring Mary for her intercession with God, who in turn would receive acknowledgement as being the ultimate source of assistance, and, on the other hand, expecting assistance directly from Mary, was blurred. Book three presented many of those who were in need as having prayed directly to Mary, calling out to her by saying: “O Lady Mary, mother of God, have mercy on us,”96 or “O Lady Mary, mother of God, cure me!”97 Such prayers for help could at times take the form of an explicit request for intercession. Yūphanyā, for example, a man who tried to attack Mary’s litter upon the instigation of a Jewish scribe and who was punished with the temporary loss of his arms, called out to Mary, once he had received his arms back through Mary’s command: “I entreat you, mother of God, pray for me,”98 hoping for her intercession as he was about to preach about Mary among the Jews. The precise age and origins of this story remains unclear, since the palimpsest Smith Lewis edited does not contain this passage. The editor instead supplied the text from the more recent manuscript she used. That same, possibly later layer of the text also featured Mary interceding on behalf of sinners. In such cases, Mary’s view was presented as having been directed to Christ’s judgement of the world “at the last day.” In her intercessory prayer in those contexts Mary attempted to convince Christ to have mercy on the sinners on the basis of her having heard their prayers and being “grieved because of them,” as book five formulated it.99 Shortly thereafter, that later layer of text also repeated at some length the conviction that Mary’s intercession was guaranteed to be effective.100

In sections of the text that clearly belong to the fifth- or sixth-century stratum of the Syriac *Transitus Mariae* narrative, the reader gains insights into the wider range of approaches ancient Christians thought they could take

91 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 1:46 (Syriac) & 46 (English).
93 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 3:48 (Syriac) & 46 (English).
94 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 4:34 (Syriac) & 34 (English).
95 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 5:35 (Syriac) & 35 (English).
97 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 7:50 (Syriac) & 50 (English).
98 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 8:51 (Syriac) & 51 (English, translation modified).
99 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 9:67 (Syriac) & 68 (English).
100 Smith Lewis, ed. and tr., *Apocrypha Syriaca*, 10:68–69 (Syriac) & 68–69 (English).
when requesting Mary’s intercession and assistance. In addition to simply asking for her prayers, book four developed the perception that Christians could also offer commemorations to her, which meant that feastdays were celebrated in her honour.101 For specific geographical locations, for instance at the Mount of Olives, the site that eventually featured Mary’s tomb, such commemorations were to take place “three times in the year.”102 In a prayer of intercession Mary was said to have offered to God, some details were provided concerning how such commemorations were to happen. Mary’s prayers requested that God accept the offerings and prayers, supplications, and tears of all those who assembled in order to commemorate her, present her with offerings, and were “naming the memory of the Lady Mary, the mother of the Messiah.”103 In addition, passages in the text that is contained in the later manuscript also spelled out for the reader that “whoso shall make a commemoration of her shall be excellent in heaven before the face of the Father and whosoever shall make and magnify her commemoration before all mankind, shall be blessed by God.”104 Those who celebrated Mary’s memory therefore were promised to have sure access to God’s ear.

Jacob of Serugh’s brief treatment of the theme of Mary’s intercession that was presented above corresponds well with the evidence that can be derived from the Syriac Transitus Mariae as a solid witness that in the sixth century, the idea of Mary’s intercessory prayer and role as intercessor were well developed in some subsets of the Syriac-speaking realm. In fact, the parallel between Jacob’s verses on Mary as intercessor and sections of the text of a longer prayer of intercession Mary offered in the fourth book of the Syriac Transitus Mariae is quite striking. Given the prayer’s length and detail, its attestation in the early palimpsest, and given its extraordinary relevance to the topic of the present article, it is justified to present this prayer in full here, omitting only the narrator’s comments. Mary was imagined to have prayed as follows:

May God, Who willed of His own will, and was reconciled in His love, and sent His Son from Heaven, and He dwelt in the palace of my members, have mercy upon the world which calls upon Him ... . O Christ, Son of the King of Heaven, Son of God who does not fail, receive the prayers of men, who call [upon] and commemorate the name of Your mother before You, and make tribulations pass away from them; and make bad times cease from the earth ... . Lord Jesus the Christ, give a crown to old age, and a bringing up to youth; and help the souls that call upon You; and whosoever makes a commemoration of my spirit and of my body, which have left this world. ... I entreat You, Lord [p. 57] Jesus the Christ, that what I have sought, You will do in heaven and on earth. This, Lord, I would persuade You, that wherever men are assembled and are making a commemoration of me, and are presenting me with offerings, and are naming the memory of the Lady Mary, the mother of the Messiah, accept, O Lord, their offerings from them, and accept the prayer which goes up to Your presence. And receive the supplication of men, and the tears which are shed from their eyes; and cause to pass away from the land in which they make my offerings, the sword, and captivity, and famine and pestilence, and grievous calamities; and all the afflictions which befall the children of men, do you cause to cease from people who make offerings before You.105

The concerns of this prayer with the well-being of the whole world, the coming of an end of tribulations and evil times, as well as the request to extend well-being to all stages of human life, the old and the young, stand in parallel to themes one encounters in the verses Jacob of Serugh composed about Mary’s role as intercessor as discussed above. Since both texts date to about the same period, namely the late fifth and early sixth centuries, the fact that they overlap in topic in this case constitutes a valuable witness to prayer practices and sentiments among the Christian populace in the Syriac-speaking realm during that time. As in the case of Jacob’s metrical homilies, in which occasional comments and circumstantial evidence added up to allow one to discern a fuller picture of the composition of his audience in the region of Serugh, southwest of Edessa,106 additional themes that characterized Mary’s intercessory prayer in the Syriac Transitus Mariae in this instance might likewise be evaluated and provide
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some insights regarding the needs, concerns, and identity of early listeners and readers of this apocryphal text. Thus when Mary requested of Christ a few lines later in the same prayer, attested in the palimpsest, to bless “the land in which [Mary’s] offerings are made,” that the locust not destroy it, that it would not be affected by heat, blight, or hailstones, that the “sick be cured,” the afflicted find relief, the hungry be satisfied, the poor “become rich,” those tormented by Satan or violence have their “bonds be loosed,” and that those who found themselves in distress when travelling on sea “be delivered from destruction,”107 concerns of a society that is based on agricultural production and familiar with travel and economic activities on sea come to the fore. That the audience was one that depended primarily on the success of agricultural activities is supported by several further references in book four of the text, evidenced in the palimpsest, that speak of the power of Mary’s prayer to bless the fruits of the earth108 and the appropriateness of commemorating her on a given day “on account of the seeds that were sown; and on account of the abundance of the wheat” or “on account of the vines bearing clusters, on account of the trees bearing fruit.”109

MARY’S ROLE AS INTERCESSOR IN SYRIAC LITURGICAL HYMNOGRAPHY: SYRIAC THEOTOKIA AND THE HYMNS ASCRIBED TO RABBULA IN LATER LITURGICAL MANUSCRIPTS

Much material that is relevant for the study of Syriac liturgical hymnography has not yet been edited critically. Any conclusions drawn in the following discussion on the basis of liturgical hymns therefore have to be considered as preliminary statements that are open to revisions in light of the results of future examinations of the manuscript evidence. Yet despite such a caveat, one may venture as a working hypothesis for the time being that the ninth century constitutes an important further stage in the development of the approach to Mary’s role as intercessor on the part of speakers of Syriac. In its final section, this article considers two bodies of Syriac texts that reveal abundantly that attention to and reliance upon Mary’s intercession increased substantially during that latter period, likely in dialogue with the Greek tradition. The sets of texts that come into view are theotokia in Syriac and a set of hymns ascribed to Rabbula of Edessa, which, even if they were composed by the bishop originally, in their present form only allow the researcher access to the reception of this material in later liturgical manuscripts.

SYRIAC THEOTOKIA

The tradition of dedicating hymns explicitly to the Theotokos, the Mother of God, can be traced back in the Greek tradition to as early as the fourth century.110 After the eighth century, these hymns were also translated into Syriac and Arabic, among other languages. The earliest attestation of specimens of Syriac theotokia is contained among the Syriac manuscript fragments that were discovered at the Monastery of Saint Catherine’s on Sinai in 1975. This material dates to the period between the ninth and eleventh centuries.111 In the context of a study of biblical citations and allusions as they are revealed in Syriac theotokia, Natalia Smelova has made more readily available an English translation of a rather unique, independent, and almost complete collection of Syriac theotokia, kept in St Petersburg, at the National Library (MS Syriac, new series, 11).112 Some of the hymns contained in that manuscript are almost identical with those in the Syriac fragments that came to the fore at St Catherine’s monastery.113 The manuscript has been identified as belonging to the Syriac-speaking Melkite milieu and should be
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dated to the ninth century. The Law to Moses. Consequently, the author invited Mary to “pray to Him [i.e., God] with us.” The request included that Mary “[o]ffer Him supplications for our salvation.” The request included that Mary “[o]ffer Him supplications for our salvation.” That the Virgin “gave birth to the incarnate Word” was one of the reasons that encouraged the poet to ask her to “beseech for us with your supplication and pray for the salvation of our souls.” References to Mary’s motherhood as the basis for the expectation of successful intercession on her part could also find their expression in the image of Mary who “beheld Him in [her] arms when he was feeding on the milk of [her] breast.” Yet one also discovers references to her virginity which could serve as the foundation on which those who requested her intercession built their hope. Mary’s humility and her characterization as being “full of grace” (cf. Luke 1:28), “most glorified,” “pure one,” and “blessed one” functioned as further motifs that grounded the poet’s trust in asking for her supplication. Allusions to Mary’s state of being “full of goodness,” “entirely unblemished,” or the “most-holy one” likewise served as a firm basis for the confidence of the ones who approached her in the hope that her prayers would be successful. An argument for the effectiveness of Mary’s intercession seemed to have been based on understanding her position and power to be “more glorious than the highest powers” or “exalted.” Thus Mary was seen as being endowed with and using “audacity.” Other images that presented her as a person, in whose support one could trust, spoke of her as “full of every fairness” or as being the “union of all good things” and “source of blessings.” Occasional imagery used for Mary that presented her as the “limit of mysteries, types and symbols of Christ the God” or the “con-summation of all mysteries and symbols” and that placed on that foundation the trust that her prayer would be effective, ultimately was resounding theological terminology with which Christian speakers of Syriac would have been intimately familiar. Related language that favored the concept of ḫanṣa, “mystery” or “sign,” saturat-
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ed the hymnography and poetry of prolific early Syriac authors such as Ephraem the Syrian and Jacob of Serugh.130 Thus even as translation literature, these Syriac theotokia gave expression to ideas that were not at all foreign to Syriac-speakers. For the most part, these short hymns featured Mary as the one and only intercessor, on whom people should rely. Yet on occasion they also revealed that others could function as fellow intercessors alongside of her. For example, theotokion 37 argued that Christians placed their trust in her successful defense because she was seen as working together “with the choir of the Apostles.”131 The relevance of such an emphasis on apostolic authority also had its bearings on theotokia 7 and 35, where requests for her prayer and supplication came at the end of doctrinal teachings that formulated basic points of christology.132

Two of the goals one could discern that Mary’s supplication was thought to be able to achieve were “to give rest and peace to our souls,”133 and provide “salvation of the souls of us all.”134 Further goals that were promoted through Mary’s intercession were the “pacification of the world by His mercy”135 and the “redemption of our race.”136 Yet one also expected to be “save[d] and deliver[ed] from all diseases and sufferings,”137 to be purified from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”140 As those who asked for Mary’s intercession self-identified as sinners, they hoped to gain from inequities committed in the past and be held back from engaging in ruinous acts in the future,138 to be freed from all sufferings,139 and to have God respond to Mary’s supplication with “abundant grace [granted] to the world” or “great mercy.”
Despite the strong confidence in the power of Mary’s intercession, the poet also gave voice to a lingering concern that Mary might reject those who came to her asking for her prayers.\textsuperscript{149} Thus the ones desiring Mary’s prayers presented themselves as her servants,\textsuperscript{150} or as persons affected by a disease.\textsuperscript{151} In the end they clearly expected to be saved by “taking refuge [under the cover of /] in [her/your] mercy/prayer.”\textsuperscript{152} They also readily strove to “pray to [her],”\textsuperscript{153} or “offer [their] supplication to [her].”\textsuperscript{154}

**THE SUPPLICATIONS ASCRIBED TO RABBULA OF EDESSA**

A second set of liturgical hymns that offered a similarly rich treatment of the role of Mary as intercessor and of related expectations and ideas Christian believers consists of the collection of Supplications (τάς ηυξίας το ebx, takšepātā) attributed to Rabbula of Edessa. These compositions are contained in Syriac manuscripts dating to the eleventh through fifteenth century and constitute a sizeable collection of short liturgical pieces composed as optional hymns for the Midnight Office on Sundays.\textsuperscript{155} Elements of the biography of Rabbula that are pertinent to the topic of this article have already been examined above. If the Supplications are indeed his compositions, they date to the fifth century. Yet the final judgment has not yet been settled regarding their authenticity. It is contingent upon further results of scholarly work that have to establish the critical text of the collection of hymns attributed to him and that would also have to develop reliable criteria based on which such a judgement could be reached. Thus far, only a few attempts have been undertaken in that direction.

In 1998, Peter Bruns published an article discussing selected aspects of the theology and motifs of this collection.\textsuperscript{156} His examination laid down a foundation that might allow one to discern to what extent main themes one encounters in the Supplications might be congruent or reconcilable with what is known from elsewhere about Rabbula’s interests as church leader and theologian. For Bruns, Rabbula’s authorship of at least a subset of the Supplications was not to be excluded \textit{a priori}.

A second contribution to the study of the Supplications consists of an English translation of the whole of the collection, based on the text that is available in two preliminary editions of varying size, one published by Julian Joseph Overbeck and one published in the \textit{Breviarium} of the Church of Antioch in Mosul at the end of the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{157} This additional tool may perhaps encourage scholars to embark on the path of producing a critical edition of the text of the Supplications. The translators’ study of the hymns led them to conclude with Bruns that a final judgment has to be postponed until detailed critical examination of the texts based on all manuscripts is possible.

Natalia Smelova’s study of medieval Syriac liturgical manuscripts suggested a line of development from Melkite theotokia to the genre of takšepātā as they appeared in the tradition of the Syrian Church.\textsuperscript{158} She also noted

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{149} Theotokion 16 (third mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 385; and theotokion 27 (fifth mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 387.
\item \textsuperscript{150} Theotokia 16 and 17 (third mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 385; and theotokion 27 (fifth mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 387.
\item \textsuperscript{151} Theotokion 31 (fifth mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 388.
\item \textsuperscript{153} Theotokion 24 (fourth mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 387; and theotokion 30 (fifth mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 388.
\item \textsuperscript{154} Theotokion 27 (fifth mode), tr. Smelova, “Biblical Allusions,” 387.
\item \textsuperscript{155} For an overview of the manuscripts, see Baumstark, Geschicthe, 72.
\item \textsuperscript{157} The Syriac text and English translation is to be found in Horn and Phenix, \textit{Rabbula}, forthcoming. Parts or the whole of the Syriac text can also be found in Overbeck, \textit{S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulae episcopi … opera selecta}, 245–248 and 362–378; and \textit{Breviarium juxta ritum ecclesiae antiochenae syrorum}, 3 vols. (Mausilus is this Mosul?: Typus Fratrum Praedicatorum, 1886–1896), vol. 1, 77–124. For an illustration of the often fragmentary nature of the presentation of ancient works contained in such liturgical collections, see for example Sebastian Brock, \textit{Bride of Light. Hymns on Mary from the Syriac Churches}, Mörán ’Esh’ò 6 (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press and SEERI, 2010), 18–19.
\end{itemize}
that some of the more recent liturgical manuscripts containing the Supplications ascribed them to Rabbula. Yet since her study focused on the Syriac theotokia, and not on the Supplications, and since she did not state whether or not she had had the opportunity to examine earlier liturgical manuscripts which Anton Baumstark indicated contain the Supplications, \textsuperscript{159} the question of the precise date to which this ascription can be traced in the manuscripts still appears to be open. In addition, the question of Rabbula’s linguistic background requires further consideration. All of what remains of his writings or works about him is preserved in Syriac. Yet the Life of Rabbula as well as the works of Rabbula himself clearly witness that the bishop was actively translating Greek works into Syriac. \textsuperscript{160} Moreover, the biographer commented that Rabbula composed at least forty-six letters in Greek, which the biographer intended to translate into Syriac. \textsuperscript{161} Several of the Supplications in the fourth and seventh tone that were published by Overbeck are identified as Greek hymns. \textsuperscript{162} What precisely this refers to remains to be discovered. It could be an occasional reference to the memory that at least some of the Syriac Supplications had their roots in Greek texts or traditions. Perhaps it might also reveal a memory that Rabbula composed hymns in Greek and in Syriac, which ultimately were preserved in the Syriac-speaking churches only in Syriac. The fifth- or sixth-century, apocryphal Syriac Transitus Mariae, indeed, displays a strong emphasis on Mary’s identity as intercessor. Whether or not the collection of the Supplications, or only some of them, might be a roughly contemporary, likely earlier parallel, and whether or not they are indeed Bishop Rabbula’s compositions, are questions it seems that simply require further investigation. It is possible though to study the content of the Supplications in some detail.

Given that the very genre of the hymns in question is one of “supplication,” it is no surprise that one encounters the theme of intercession quite frequently in these short texts. The Supplications feature this theme in connection with various sets of stakeholders. At times, “apostles, prophets, and martyrs” are addressed. They could be described as those who have been “invited to the chamber of light,” an expression that paralleled the idea of the existence of a bridal chamber in the heavenly kingdom. This notion, in turn, was one that was quite familiar to readers of ancient Syriac literature. \textsuperscript{163} Since the members of this aggregate of “apostles, prophets, and martyrs” were thought of as having already reached that most desirable, final destination of the Christian faithful, that is, their place in the heavenly kingdom, believers also imagined them as having access to and being in direct communication with God. Thus it was congruent with the logic of these hymns that one could encourage such an illustrious group to “intercede and make supplication on our behalf, so that the souls of us all may be saved from anger.” \textsuperscript{164} At other times the group of saints made up of prophets, apostles, and martyrs might be asked to “offer intercession for us all” on the basis of their having suffered pains on behalf of God. \textsuperscript{165} Motivated by their intercession then, the believers expected that God in turn “might work mercy” on those who through prophets, apostles, and martyrs approached him in their intercession. The effectiveness of their supplication was thought to have been grounded additionally in the fact that God had already crowned them. Furthermore, special days were set aside for their commemoration. \textsuperscript{166} Thus, Christians remembering these saints on such days by singing supplicative hymns

159 Baumstark, Geschichte, 72.
160 Life of Rabbula 19 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulae episcopi ... opera selecta, 172; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming). Rabbula translated, for instance, Cyril of Alexandria’s De recta fidei ad Theodosium (CPG 5218). For further discussion, see Horn and Phenix, Rabbula, forthcoming.
161 Life of Rabbula 47 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulae episcopi ... opera selecta, 200; ed. and tr. Phenix and Horn, Rabbula, forthcoming).
166 (Pseudo?)-Rabbula, Supplications VII.12 (ed. Overbeck, S. Ephraemi Syri Rabulae episcopi ... opera selecta, 373; text and tr. Horn and Phenix, Rabbula, forthcoming).
to them with the accompanying request for their intercession could trust that they would receive their assistance. When seeking the intercession of the apostles, the author emphasized that they were enabled “to entreat on our behalf the Lord” because God had singled them out and assigned greatness to them already. As a result of the apostles’ intercession, the Christian believer could expect to gain stronger faith and “become worthy of the remission of debts.”

Furthermore, the author included himself among the number of the supplicants. He presented himself as a sinner, yet at the same time also as someone who was willing and able to ask God directly for mercy, hoping to be spared and saved through God’s compassion. The biblical images alluded to were those of the publican (Luke 18:10–13) and of the “son who squandered his riches” (Luke 15:11–31). Yet again in other instances, one encountered the group of the Christians as a whole who were reciting the Supplications and joined the saints, consisting of prophets, apostles, and martyrs, in their work of entreaty and interceding before God. As much as the poet himself was able to, they likewise, as a group, were in a position to ask God directly for mercy.

At times, the poet grouped Mary together with the saints and expected God to have mercy through their prayers. In fact, in the midst of this bustling activity of supplications and intercessions offered by apostles, prophets, martyrs, the author of the collection, and the Christians as a group, the presentation of Mary as an intercessory figure took up considerable space. The text allows one to discern some of the reasons that, in the poet’s mind, enabled Mary to function as an intercessor. When the poet encouraged the “pure and holy virgin” to “make intercession on behalf of us all” in the hope that “the souls of us all may be saved from anger,” one of the reasons for Mary’s ability to approach God effectively in her intercession had already manifested itself in the incarnation. Although she had conceived God and carried “the living fire in [her] womb of flesh,” she was “not consumed by it.”

One is left to conclude from the juxtaposition of this circumstance with the request for intercession in Supplication IV.9 that at least one aspect of what made her intercession for humankind with God possible was that she was able to enter into God’s presence without any hindrance. In her case, the rule that “no one shall see me [God] and live” (Exod 33:20) did not seem to apply. Another set of verses spoke of Mary as being “like that cherubic throne” and “that edenic bridal chamber.” Here the poet used imagery for Mary that brought to the fore how one could conceive of her as being like a place that could encompass, and thus be near to, God. Another line of argument this poetry pursued built on the reflection that since “the Only Begotten” “sprang forth from [Mary],” which at least theoretically proposed that she worked on his behalf in the process of giving birth to him, she could “entreat and make supplication” with the goal “that he might work for us compassion.”

The simple fact that Mary was the Mother of God also sufficed to motivate believers to seek Mary’s intercession.

Some of the Supplications commented on the circumstances of particular situations in which Mary’s intercession was requested. These included times when “our end has arrived” and “we the earthly ones are perishing.” At other occasions those who asked for Mary’s intercession felt afflicted by “the rods by which [evil ones] have been plagued from generation to generation” and had seen the “Corruptor” lying in ambush waiting for them, while portents in this world and the world beyond deeply affected the sensitivities of all.

---

Arguments used to persuade Mary to intercede on behalf of human beings and their needs included the point that as “pure mother” she already had become “accustomed to help our poverty.” Mary was thought of as being able to intercede on behalf of human beings, because of her caring motherhood for “the one by whom the cherubim are burnt, [and whom she] bore on [her] arms.” This idea may be expressed elsewhere as Mary being the one from whom “the Only Begotten One … dawned.” Anticipating the threats of harsh treatment at the hour of judgment, the believer availed herself or himself of references to “the love of her who begat you and the prayers of her who bore you” when approaching God with the request to be spared, saved, and receive mercy at that judgment.

The nature of Mary’s intercession was envisioned as her “constantly making supplication that we may not completely perish on account of our evil.” The believers addressed Mary with the request for her intercession in part because they had observed a custom of her giving “aid to our poverty” especially at the end of life. They trusted that the Virgin’s supplication on their behalf was unceasing. One of the goals of their turning to Mary was that they hoped her prayers might move Christ to have compassion for them.

The help believers expected to receive from Mary’s intercession was compared to the protection provided by a wall, to a house of refuge, and as a source of hope. Her activity of petitioning her Son on behalf of human beings inspired the poet to feature her as a being with wings, able to cover or protect others “on the day of judgment.” The poet also availed himself of the image of Mary’s wings as a tool that guided believers to their final destination of being placed in the “bridal chamber.” Her entreating and petitioning is geared towards moving her son to “act [with] mercy for us all.” Mary’s intercession could be sought in the hope of gaining assurance of Christ’s “ransom … of us from all debts” and protection “so that we not do anything in which there is injury.” A further effect of Mary’s intercession, that was expected, was that Christ “be reconciled to us through [her] prayers.” Mary’s intercession was thought of as being able to “bestow on us peace and tranquility,” while at the same time providing liberation from the believers’ opponents. The Virgin’s intercession could be understood as a powerful tool that rescued believers from the anger or wrath that was thought to be the justified reaction of God over and against their actions.

Occasionally the beneficiaries of Mary’s acts of entreaty of her Son were not only individuals but also creation as a whole, which could receive peace from God that way. Most often, however, the hymns thought primarily of human beings and expressed the expectation that “by her prayers may mercy be upon us all.” More specifically, and in a way more to the point, namely that human beings required Mary’s intercession because they as sinners were further removed from God, some hymns requested Mary to “beseech your only-begotten son on behalf of the sinners who seek refuge in you.”

The believers saw themselves as being in a reciprocal relationship to Mary. On the one hand, they asked her to beseech God on their behalf with the hope of being “delivered from … evil deeds.” In return, they eagerly
encouraged Mary to “accept … the gifts we offer you.” The reciprocal character of the situations into which Mary’s intercession was integrated shines forth for instance from a hymn that presented to Mary as the object of the benefits derived from her intercession the ones “who magnify you at all times, birthgiver of God.” The hymns clearly sought Mary’s intercession for the sake of all those “who rightly praise [her].”

At times, a close connection between the global observance of feastdays dedicated to Mary’s commemoration and the effectiveness of her prayers on behalf of humankind transpires in the hymns. In a few instances, one of the Supplications requested Mary’s intercession in a context of doctrinal teachings that addressed the essentials of the belief in the Trinity. Ideas pertaining to Mary’s intercession as they were conveyed in a hymn with such a thematic focus grounded at least part of the potential for effectiveness of Mary’s intercession in the dogmatic purity of the faith of the believer. For those who did not believe wrongly, who did not make mistakes, and thus “[can]not be found guilty” of distorting the truth of the faith, the “Virgin birthgiver of God” interceded with her son in order “that the souls of us all may be saved from wrath.”

CONCLUSIONS

Syriac poetry of the fourth to the early sixth centuries offers little positive information concerning the role of Mary as intercessor. It is first with the appearance of the “Book of Mary,” and in particular the Transitus traditions, that Mary as an intercessor can be attested firmly. The first unequivocal reference to Mary as intercessor occurs in Jacob of Serugh, an author whose language in which he addresses Mary has striking parallels with material in the Transitus tradition.

The presence of Mary as intercessor in the Supplications attributed to Rabbula, as well as in the Syriac theotokia, suggests, in form and content, a close dialogue with Greek liturgical piety. Rabbula was an innovator in Edessa, leaving the stamp of a strong Cyrillic christology and its supporting hymnography. Whether Rabbula composed the Supplications or not, the best explanation is that they reflect the influence of currents in theology from Greek-speaking Christianity.

Taking the sources at face value, Marian piety in the literate circles of the Syriac church before the second half of the fifth century (as a conservative estimate) was limited, and did not include a theology of intercession. One caveat is that the absence of Mary as intercessor from Syriac literature prior to Jacob of Serugh does not imply that belief in the efficacy of Mary’s intercession was marginal. The Supplications ascribed to Rabbula and the theotokia would have been recited in monastic liturgies. How plausible is it that working men and women would have heard them? The Transitus tradition may well have inspired the development of the Syriac liturgy for the Dormition of Mary and other Marian feasts, but would the texts have been heard in the churches? It is clear that by the time of Jacob of Serugh, the propaganda in favour of strengthening Marian piety, for whatever reasons, and including her role as intercessor, was in full swing in the Syriac-speaking world. If Mary as intercessor had been an element of popular belief in earliest Syriac Christianity, it would be difficult to explain why Ephraem did not weave this element into his tapestry. It seems that the “Greek tsunami” of christological controversy that arrived on Syriac Christian shores in the fifth century played an important role in raising the profile of Mary as intercessor. One question that requires further examination is whether this was a change from the “top down,” or the use of a popular but “progressive” type of piety in the Syriac theatre of the christological controversies.
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